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PLASTIC JERRY CANS
20 LITRES

COLOR
RED

YELLOW

DIMENSION
47cm x 35cm x 17cm

HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH

WEIGHT
1708 Gms

► All fuel cans in the Pro Quip range are Certified to Australian Standard AS2906:2001.
The distinctive colouring of the cans is to reduce the possibility of using incorrect fuels.
► The space saving design of the plastic fuel can fits standard RV racks. The embossed
pattern provides a slip resistant surface.
► Pro Quip Plastic Fuel containers are Australian Made, and use interchangeable
spare parts which are available in retail display packaging.
► Pro Quip Fuel cans come with an internally stored pourer that will not get
contaminated with dust etc. and pours freely without "glugging", using the breather on
the rear of the can.
► Our 4L and 5L Emergency Plastic Fuel Cans are now made in Australia and feature a
distinctive cube design for added safety and stability when pouring, and come
complete with a self-storing/self-venting pourer which fits most automotive unleaded
fuel tank apertures.
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PLASTIC JERRY CANS
10 LITRES

COLOR
RED

YELLOW

DIMENSION
35.5cm x 25cm x 17cm
HEIGHT

LENGTH WIDTH

WEIGHT
829 Gms

► All fuel cans in the Pro Quip range are Certified to Australian Standard AS2906:2001.
The distinctive colouring of the cans is to reduce the possibility of using incorrect fuels.
► The space saving design of the plastic fuel can fits standard RV racks. The embossed
pattern provides a slip resistant surface.
► Pro Quip Plastic Fuel containers are Australian Made, and use interchangeable
spare parts which are available in retail display packaging.
► Pro Quip Fuel cans come with an internally stored pourer that will not get
contaminated with dust etc. and pours freely without "glugging", using the breather on
the rear of the can.
► Our 4L and 5L Emergency Plastic Fuel Cans are now made in Australia and feature a
distinctive cube design for added safety and stability when pouring, and come
complete with a self-storing/self-venting pourer which fits most automotive unleaded
fuel tank apertures.
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PLASTIC JERRY CANS

5 LITRES

COLOR
RED

YELLOW

DIMENSION
23cm x 24.5cm x 17cm
HEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

WEIGHT
549 Gms

► All fuel cans in the Pro Quip range are Certified to Australian Standard AS2906:2001.
The distinctive colouring of the cans is to reduce the possibility of using incorrect fuels.
► The space saving design of the plastic fuel can fits standard RV racks. The embossed
pattern provides a slip resistant surface.
► Pro Quip Plastic Fuel containers are Australian Made, and use interchangeable
spare parts which are available in retail display packaging.
► Pro Quip Fuel cans come with an internally stored pourer that will not get
contaminated with dust etc. and pours freely without "glugging", using the breather on
the rear of the can.
► Our 4L and 5L Emergency Plastic Fuel Cans are now made in Australia and feature a
distinctive cube design for added safety and stability when pouring, and come
complete with a self-storing/self-venting pourer which fits most automotive unleaded
fuel tank apertures.
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METAL JERRY CANS
20 LITRES

COLOR
RED

YELLOW OLIVE GREEN

DIMENSION
47cm x 34.5cm x 16.5cm
HEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

WEIGHT
n/a

► Are Certified to Australian Standard 2906:2001 and the 20L Metal Jerry cans have also
passed stringent Defence Force testing (BAM).
► Have Patented Secondary Locking Pin closures.
► Are manufactured with a quality Bayonet closure, and are pressure tested up to
415KPA to ensure that the can is leak proof in any position.
► Have a unique 12mm square breather pipe with wide funnel opening in the spout to
ensure smoother pouring of fuel.
► Meet UN Approval and TUV Standards, and our colours are AFAC Certified.
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SUPER CAN TWIST CAP
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DIMENSION
47.5cm x 34.5cm x 16.5cm
HEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

WEIGHT
N/A

►The all new, patented Super Can is the next generation in metal fuel cans. With its easy
to open screw cap allowing a much safer release of pressure in Australia's intense heat, we
are confident that this new style of can will replace the old bayonette style in the years
to come.
►With the patented design of a modified fuel filler cap, opening and closing the can is
easy on the hands. With just a few turns the 'Click to Close' feature secures your fuel.
►A robust design, quality materials and strip welded handles make the Super Can the safest
fuel can on the market! The retrofit lockable cap also available provides extra security,
making the can both thief and child proof.
►Contains Defence Force Approved Anti-Rust internal lining: Not just second rate
dissolvable black paint.
● 5 YEAR WARRANTY
● Rust Resistant Lining
● Made in Europe

● AS2906:2001 Certified
● Leak-Proof
● Fits Standard Holders

● Military Grade Construction
● Suitable For All Pump Fuels
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WATER CAN WITH TAP
22 LITRES

COLOR
LIGHT BLUE

DIMENSION
46cm x 34.8cm x 17.9cm
HEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

WEIGHT
N/A

►Pro Quip Plastic Water containers are Australian Made from Food-Grade HDPE, and
use the same spare parts as our fuel cans which are available in retail display packaging.
►The Pro Quip Army Tough Heavy Duty 22 Litre Olive Drab water can comes with a tap
for water dispensing.
►The Pro Quip 22 Litre Blue Tinge cans are manufactured with the same features as
the Olive can, and are ideal for every day camping use.
►Pro Quip also have a range of Blue Tinge Cube-Shaped containers with 58mm
necks which come complete with a tap. Pourers are also available.
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Can Identification Tags
Pack of 5 Mixed Fuel

METAL CAN SPOUT

► Suits only Proquip Metal cans
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Metal Can Holder

► Made in Australia
► Rubber Bush For Zero vibration

SUPER CAN FLEXIBLE UNLEADED POURER

► Made in Europe
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